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Chapter 15
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Introduction

The Mixed Models task provides facilities for fitting a number of ba-
sic mixed models. These models enable you to handle both fixed ef-
fects and random effects in a linear model for a continuous response.
Numerous experimental designs produce data for which mixed mod-
els are appropriate, including split-plot experiments, multilocation
trials, and hierarchical designs.

Figure 15.1. Mixed Models Menu

A standard linear model is designed to handlefixed effects, in which
the levels of the factor represent all possible levels for that factor or
at least all levels about which inference is to be made. Factor effects
arerandom effectsif the levels of the factor in a study or experiment
are randomly selected from a population of possible levels of that
factor. The population of possible levels of a random effect has a
probability distribution with a mean and a variance. By modeling
both fixed and random effects, the mixed model provides you with
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the flexibility of modeling not only means (as in the standard linear
model) but variances and covariances as well.

The mixed model is written

y = X� + Z + �

wherey denotes the vector of observed values,X is the known fixed
effects design matrix, and� is the unknown fixed effects parameter
vector.Z represents the additional random component of the mixed
model. Here,Z is the known random effects design matrix and is a
vector of unknown random-effects parameters.Z contains indicator
variables constructed from the random effects, just asX contains
variables constructed for fixed effects. Finally,� is the unobserved
vector of independent and identically distributed Gaussian random
errors.

Assume that and� are Gaussian random variables that are uncorre-
lated and have expectations 0 and variancesG andR, respectively.
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The variance ofy is thereforeV = ZGZ0 +R.

Note that this is a general specification of the mixed model. The
Mixed Models task enables you to specify classification random ef-
fects that are a special case of the general specification. You can
specify thatZ contains dummy variables,G contains variance com-
ponents in a diagonal structure, andR = �2In, whereIn denotes
then� n identity matrix.

The Mixed Models task enables you to specify a mixed model that
incorporates fixed effects and random classification effects and in-
cludes interactions and nested terms. You can select from six es-
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timation methods, including maximum likelihood, restricted max-
imum likelihood (REML), and MIVQUE. You can also compute
least-squares means, produce Type 1, 2, and 3 tests for fixed ef-
fects, and output predicted values and means to a SAS data set. Plots
include means plots for fixed effects, predicted plots, and residual
plots.

The examples in this chapter demonstrate how you can use the Mixed
Models task in the Analyst Application to analyze linear models data
that contain fixed and random effects.

Split Plot Experiment
One of the most common mixed models is the split-plot design. The
split-plot design involves two experimental factors, A and B. Levels
of A are randomly assigned to whole plots (main plots), and levels of
B are randomly assigned to split plots (subplots) within each whole
plot. The subplots are assumed to be nested within the whole plots
so that a whole plot consists of a cluster of subplots and a level of
A is applied to the entire cluster. The design provides more precise
information about B than about A, and it often arises when A can be
applied only to large experimental units.

The hypothetical data set analyzed in this example was created as a
balanced split-plot design with the whole plots arranged in a random-
ized complete-block design (Stroup 1989). The response variableY
represents crop growth measurements. The variableA is a whole plot
factor that represents irrigation levels for large plots, and the subplot
variableB represents different crop varieties planted in each large
plot. The levels ofB are randomly assigned to split plots (subplots)
within each whole plot. The data setSplit contains the whole plot
factorA, split plot factorB, responseY, and blocking factorBlock.
Using the Mixed Models task, you can estimate variance components
for Block, A*Block, and the residual and automatically incorporate
correct error terms into the tests for fixed effects.
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Open the Split Data Set
These data are provided as theSplit data set in the Analyst Sample
Library. To open theSplit data set, follow these steps:

1. SelectTools! Sample Data: : :

2. SelectSplit.

3. Click OK to create the sample data set in yourSasuser di-
rectory.

4. SelectFile! Open By SAS Name: : :

5. SelectSasuser from the list ofLibraries .

6. SelectSplit from the list of members.

7. Click OK to bring theSplit data set into the data table.

Request the Mixed Models Analysis
To specify the split plot analysis, follow these steps:

1. SelectStatistics! ANOVA ! Mixed Models : : :

2. SelectY as the dependent variable.

3. SelectA, B, andBlock as classification variables.

Figure 15.2. Mixed Models Dialog
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Figure 15.2 displays the dialog withY specified as the dependent
variable andA, B, andBlock specified as classification effects in the
mixed model.

Specify the Mixed Model
You can define fixed and random effects, create nested terms, and
specify interactions in the Model dialog. The Analyst Application
adds terms to theFixed effects list or theRandom effectslist de-
pending on whether the check box at the top of each list is checked.
Check the appropriate box for each term you add. Only classifica-
tion variables can be specified as random effects, and once a term
has been specified as a random effect, all higher-order interactions
that include that effect must also be specified as random effects.

Figure 15.3. Mixed Models: Model Dialog
To specify the mixed model, follow these steps:

1. Click Model in the main dialog.

2. Ensure that theFixed effectscheck box is selected.

3. SelectA andB and clickFactorial.

4. Select theRandom effectscheck box, and then selectBlock
and clickAdd.

5. SelectBlock andA and clickCross.
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These selections create a factorial structure that contains theA and
B main effects and theA*B interaction as fixed effects, andBlock
and A*Block as random effects. Since you specified the random
effects, the columns of the model matrixZ now consist of indicator
variables corresponding to the levels ofBlock andA*Block. TheG
matrix is diagonal and contains the variance components ofBlock
and A*Block; the R matrix is also diagonal and contains residual
variance.

Produce Least-Squares Means
You can request generalized least-squares means of fixed effects us-
ing the Means dialog. The least-squares means are estimators of the
class or subclass marginal means that are expected for a balanced
design. Each least-squares mean is computed asL�̂, whereL is
the coefficient matrix associated with the least-squares mean and�̂

is the estimate of the fixed-effects parameter vector. Least-squares
means can be computed for any fixed effect that is composed of only
classification variables.

For this analysis, interest lies in comparing response means across
combinations of the levels ofA and B. To request least-squares
means of theA*B interaction, follow these steps:

1. Click Means in the main dialog.

2. SelectA*B in the candidate list and clickLS Mean.
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Figure 15.4. Mixed Models: Means Dialog

When you have completed your selections, clickOK in the main
dialog to perform the analysis.

Review the Results
The results are presented in the project tree under theMixed Models
folder, as displayed in Figure 15.5. The two nodes represent the
mixed models results and the SAS programming statements (labeled
Code) that generate the output.
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Figure 15.5. Mixed Models: Project Tree

Double-click on theAnalysis node in the project tree to view the
contents in a separate window.
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Figure 15.6. Mixed Models: Model Information

Figure 15.6 displays class level information, dimensions of model
matrices, and the iteration history of the estimated model. The
“Class Level Information” table lists the levels of all classification
variables included in the model. The “Dimensions” table includes
the number of estimated covariance parameters as well as the num-
ber of columns in theX andZ design matrices.

The Mixed Models task estimates the variance components for
Block, A*Block, and the residual by a method known as residual
(restricted) maximum likelihood (REML). The REML estimates are
the values that maximize the likelihood of a set of linearly indepen-
dent error contrasts, and they provide a correction for the downward
bias found in the usual maximum likelihood estimates.
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The “Iteration History” table records the steps of the REML opti-
mization process. The objective function of the process is�2 times
the restricted likelihood. The Mixed Models task attempts to min-
imize this objective function via the Newton-Raphson algorithm,
which uses the first and second derivatives of the objective function
to iteratively find its minimum. For this example, only one iteration
is required to obtain the estimates. The Evaluations column reveals
that the restricted likelihood is evaluated once for each iteration, and
the criterion of 0 indicates that the Newton-Raphson algorithm has
converged.

Figure 15.7. Mixed Models: Covariance Estimates and Tests for
Fixed Effects

Figure 15.4 displays covariance parameter estimates, information on
the model fit, and Type 3 tests of fixed effects. The REML estimates
for the variance components ofBlock, A*Block, and the residual are
62.4, 15.4, and 9.4, respectively. The “Fit Statistics” table lists sev-
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eral pieces of information about the fitted mixed model: the residual
log likelihood, Akaike’s and Schwarz’s criteria, and the�2 residual
log likelihood. Akaike’s and Schwarz’s criteria can be used to com-
pare different models; models with larger values for these criteria are
preferred.

The tests of fixed effects are produced using Type 3 estimable func-
tions. The test for theA*B interaction has ap-value of0:0566, indi-
cating that there is moderate evidence of an interaction between crop
varieties and irrigation levels.

Figure 15.8. Mixed Models: Least Squares Means

Figure 15.8 displays the least-squares means for each combination of
irrigation levels (A) and crop varieties (B). At each irrigation level,
the response is higher for the first crop variety compared to the sec-
ond variety. The interaction between crop variety and irrigation lev-
els is evident in that variety 1 has a higher mean response than vari-
ety 2 at irrigation levels 1 and 2, but the two varieties have nearly the
same mean response at irrigation level 3.
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Clustered Data

The example in this section contains information on a study inves-
tigating the heights of individuals sampled from different families.
The response variableHeight measures the height (in inches) of
18 individuals that are classified according toFamily andGender.
Since the data occurs in clusters (families), it is very likely that ob-
servations from the same family are statistically correlated and not
independent. In this case, it is inappropriate to analyze the data using
a standard linear model.

A simple way to model the correlation is through the use of aFam-
ily random effect. TheFamily effect is assumed to be normally dis-
tributed with mean of zero and some unknown variance. Defining
Family as a random effect sets up a common correlation among all
observations having the same level of family.

In addition, a female within a certain family may exhibit more cor-
relation with other females in that same family than with the males
in that family, and likewise for males. DefiningFamily*Gender as
a random effect models an additional correlation for all observations
having the same value of bothFamily andGender.

Open the Heights Data Set
These data are provided as theHeights data set in the Analyst Sam-
ple Library. To open theHeights data set, follow these steps:

1. SelectTools! Sample Data: : :

2. SelectHeights.

3. Click OK to create the sample data set in yourSasuser di-
rectory.

4. SelectFile! Open By SAS Name: : :

5. SelectSasuser from the list ofLibraries .

6. SelectHeights from the list of members.

7. Click OK to bring theHeights data set into the data table.
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Specify the Mixed Models Analysis
To request a mixed models analysis, follow these steps:

1. SelectStatistics! ANOVA ! Mixed Models : : :

2. SelectHeight as the dependent variable.

3. SelectFamily andGender as classification variables.

4. Click Model to open theModel dialog.

5. Ensure that theFixed effectscheck box is selected.

6. SelectGender and clickAdd.

7. Select theRandom effectscheck box, and then selectFamily
and clickAdd.

8. SelectFamily andGender, and clickCross.

9. Click OK to return to the main dialog.

Based on your selections, the Mixed Models task constructs theX

matrix by creating indicator variables for theGender effect and in-
cluding a column of 1s to model the global intercept. TheZ matrix
contains indicator variables for both theFamily effect and theFam-
ily*Gender interaction.

Produce a Residual Plot
The Mixed Models task can produce means plots for fixed main ef-
fects and interactions, plots of predicted values, and residual plots
that include or do not include random effects. To produce a plot of
residuals versus predicted values that includes random effects, fol-
low these steps:

1. Click Plots to open thePlots dialog.

2. Click on theResidual tab, and selectPlot residuals vs pre-
dicted in theResidual plots (including random effects)box.
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Figure 15.9. Mixed Model: Plots Dialog

When you have completed your selections, clickOK in the main
dialog to perform the analysis.

Review the Results
The results are presented in the project tree under theHeights data
in theMixed Models folder, as displayed in Figure 15.10. The three
nodes represent the mixed models results, the plot of residuals ver-
sus predicted values, and the SAS programming statements (labeled
Code) that generate the output.
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Figure 15.10. Mixed Models: Project Tree

Double-click on theAnalysis node in the project tree to view the
contents in a separate window.
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Figure 15.11. Mixed Models: Analysis Results

Figure 15.11 displays the mixed models analysis results for the clus-
teredHeights data. The covariance parameter estimates forFamily,
Family*Gender, and the residual variance are 2.4, 1.8, and 2.2, re-
spectively. The “Test of Fixed Effects” table contains a significance
test for the single fixed effect,Gender. With a p-value of0:0712,
the Type 3 test ofGender is not significant at the� = 0:05 level
of significance. Note that the denominator degrees of freedom for
the Type 3 test are computed using a general Satterthwaite approx-
imation. A benefit of performing a random effects analysis using
bothFamily andFamily*Gender as random effects is that you can
make inferences about gender that apply to an entire population of
families, not necessarily to the specific families in this study.
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Figure 15.12. Mixed Models: Residuals Plot

Figure 15.12 displays a plot of the residuals versus predicted values
that includes random effects,y �X�̂ � Ẑ versusX�̂ + Ẑ. Plots
are useful for checking model assumptions and identifying potential
outlying and influential observations. Based on the plot in Figure
15.12, the data seem to exhibit relatively constant variance across
predicted values, and there do not appear to be any outliers or influ-
ential observations.
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